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This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or
print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Learning Node.js brings
together the knowledge and JavaScript code needed to build master the Node.js platform and
build server-side applications with extraordinary speed and scalability. You’ll start by installing
and running Node.js, understanding the extensions it uses, and quickly writing your first app.
Next, building on the basics, you’ll write more capable application servers and extend them with
today’s most powerful Node.js tools and modules. Finally, you’ll discover today’s best practices
for testing, running Node.js code on production servers, and writing command-line
utilities. Throughout the book, author Marc Wandschneider teaches by walking the reader line-
by-line through carefully crafted examples, demonstrating proven techniques for creating highly
efficient applications and servers.The second edition updates coverage of Node.js to reflect
changes in the technology and how it is used in the three years since the first edition was
published: Explanation of Node's new versioning scheme Updated coverage of Streams New
coverage of installation using pre-build installers rather than from source code New coverage of
Mongoose in the section on MongoDB New information about deploying Node on Heroku and
Azure Expansion of coverage on testingIf you're a developer who wants to build server-side web
applications with Node.js, Learning Node.js is your fatest route to success.Build Node.js
solutions that leverage current JavaScript skills Master Node.js nonblocking IO and async
programmingHandle more requests and increase an application’s flexibilityUse and write
modulesPerform common JSON/web server tasksUse browsers to generate pages on the fly via
Ajax calls and template librariesSimplify development with the Express frameworkCreate
database back-ends using popular NoSQL and relational databasesDeploy and run Node.js
apps on Unix/macOS or Windows serversDeploy apps to Heroku and Microsoft AzureSupport
virtual hosts and SSL/HTTPS securityTest Node.js programs that mix synchronous, async, and
RESTful server API functionality

"This STEM offering from the My Life in 2055 series (4 titles) theorizes about what a typical
home may look like in a few decades, and creates such an innovative, green, and comfortable
environment that many readers will be ready to move right in. Straightforward text identifies
alternative building materials, energy-saving features, automated services, and personalized
touches. The book also touches on social elements: for example, houses will be clustered in
small communities to share resources and cut down on waste. Cheerful illustrations show future
families, while the upbeat text describes why these eco-friendly enhancements will be better for
both people and the planet. Back matter includes a glossary and list of resources for further
research. These domestic advances may not all be widely available by 2055, but this does a



great job of getting future homeowners thinking."―Booklist"This series asks young readers to
think about what their world might look like in 2055. The author and illustrator then offer their own
vision of the future complete with hydrogen-fueled cars, police and traffic drones, and mycelium
houses. But they are quick to point out that this is only one version of the future created based
on current technology. These books are beautifully illustrated in a retro-futuristic style. Some of
the information is based on potential future technological innovation such as completely
automated cars, but much of it is based on low-tech lifestyle changes that we could adopt today:
drive less, use renewable energy sources, and reduce the use of pesticides. Other ideas are
even older, such as grow your own food and build communities around gardens. Readers will
learn a lot about technology but they will also learn that a clean future starts with small steps.
VERDICT A great combination of science vocabulary, environmental appreciation, and
imagination."―School Library Journal--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorCarrie Lewis was born in England, studied Russian and theology in college, and later
earned a Master's degree in English Language Teaching and Linguistics. She then worked for
Ladybird Books and Pearson. After spending ten years in the publishing industry, she became a
freelance writer and editor. Carrie has worked as a writer and editor for Cambridge University
Press, Oxford University Press, and many other publishers. She is married with two daughters
and plays the cello in her spare time.Christos Skaltsas is an illustrator and animator of books,
movies, and digital media for the children's market. After graduating from Athens University of
Graphic Design, he worked as an animator and layout artist for film and television, and he has
illustrated works for Macmillan, Scholastic, McGraw-Hill, DK Publishing, and many others. He is
based in Athens, Greece. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Tatiana, “good book!. Go0d book to have if you are a node.js developer or planning to learn the
server-side JS.”

Jefferson Hope, “Lean and tightly written - great for getting up and running with Node.js. I'm
about halfway through this book and was surprised not to find more positive reviews. So far the
content is to-the-point and every example has run flawlessly. I'll post an update once I've worked
through the remainder of the book.”

Dennis Kähler, “Guter Einstieg, aber Fehler. Insgesamt ein gutes Buch, auch wenn ich keinen
direkten Vergleich habe. Ist das erste richtige Buch, welches ich mir zum Thema Programmieren
gekauft habe.Ich finde den Aufbau und die Darstellungsweise gut. Es ist eigentlich immer gut
erkennbar, was an dem Beispielprogramm, welches sich als roter Faden durch das Buch zieht,
geändert wird.Der einzige wirkliche Kritikpunkt: Es gibt Fehler im Code! Allerdings gibt es alle
Zwischenschritte des Beispielprogrammes als komplette Datein auf Github. Von daher kann
man notfalls dort nachschauen.”

The book by Marc Wandschneider has a rating of 5 out of 4.0. 10 people have provided
feedback.
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